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This article is a preliminary attempt at shedding
light on the constraints to women entering the
parliament in the Somaliland elections 2021. The
report provides evidence-based challenges
with timely recommendations towards women’s
political participation and the way forward.

About CPA
The Center for Policy Analysis (CPA) is a non-governmental,
non-profitmaking think tank that was established in December
2014 to help the Horn of Africa region build peace, democracy,
human rights, and effective governance systems where all
citizens are equal. CPA, which is the first think tank in Somaliland,
works for the advancement of social, political, and economic
analysis as a fundamental approach to the understanding and
explanation of social phenomena and as a necessary prerequisite for the decision-making processes through research,
debates, conferences, dialogues, workshops, and training.
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Overview of
the 2021 Elections.
This paper will examine the challenges that the women faced during the
parliamentary and local council elections, the key lesson learned, statistics
about the role of women in Somaliland Politics, and timely and context-based
recommendations from the 2021 elections.
Even though Somaliland civil society organizations and women activists had
made efforts to increase women’s participation, the previous advocacy and
programs, and political parties’ commitments before the election were not
fully successful. It was critical to ensure the support and implementation of the
correct programming towards women’s participation in politics. Therefore, it
is the right time for the stakeholders to do more for gender equality in politics.

Context
Analysis
Overview of Somaliland’s Women in the Decision-making
Somaliland, one of the best democracies in the region, strikingly remains
an all-male dominated democracy, with all decision-making platforms,
including the executive, legislature, judiciary branches, political parties, and
local councils being run by men.
In general, Somaliland has more than 550 Political Positions, including the
cabinet ministers, the parliament, the local councils, the governors, director
generals, the head of governments, etc. Those political positions are included
304 elected members1, 142 nominated positions2, and other 106 positions3.
There are only 12 female members, out of the 552 political positions of the
country or in other words women are 2% of the country’s decision-making.

Somaliland’s Elected offices include the President, vice president, the 82 members of the House of
Representatives and the 220 members of the local councils.
2
The President nominates the 32 cabinet members, the 25 director generals, the 25 members of
the head of
government agencies, the governors and their deputies, the commanders of the security sector,
etc.
3
The 82 members of Guurti and the 24 highest leadership of the political parties.
1
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#

SOMALILAND POLITICAL POSITIONS

MALE

FEMALE

1

President and Vice President

2

0

2

Cabinet Ministers

30

2

3

Director Generals

22

3

4

Head of Government Agencies

24

1

5

Governors and their Deputies

28

0

6

Party leadership

23

1

7

Members of the Parliament

164

0

8

Members of Local Councils

217

3

9

Security Commanders and their Deputies

12

0

10

Representatives of Somaliland’s Foreign Offices

18

2

Total

540

12

Somaliland has more than 95 policymaking offices who have the highest
authority of decision-making of the political, social, security and economic
issues of the country. Those offices are the decision-making offices who
implement the government programs and policies; and there are only 3
female who leads the highest offices out of the 95 offices4.
#

SOMALILAND DECISION-MAKING OFFICES

MALE

FEMALE

1

President and Vice President

2

0

2

Cabinet Ministers

22

1

3

Chair of Government Agencies

24

1

4

Mayors

19

1

5

Governors

14

0

6

Political Parties

3

0

7

Speakers of the Parliament

2

0

8

Commanders of Security Sector

6

0

Total

92

3

Shukri Haji Bandare, the Minister of Environment, Luul Jirde Xuseen, the head of Somaliland National
Health Professions Commission, and Khadiija Ahmed, the Mayor of Buuhoodle.
4
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The Parliament
Somaliland’s Parliament consists of two Chambers, The House of Representatives and the House of Elders “Guurti”. Both Houses consist of 164 members
in total. The last time selected, the current Guurti members, was February
1997 and never re-elected. There is no single female member in the House of
Elders. In September 2005, the people of Somaliland elected the first House
of Representative members. Only two female members were elected out
of the 82 members of the House5. Unfortunately, Ikraan Haji Daauud had
resigned from the House of Representatives in 20126 Baar Siciid then became
the only female member in the House for nearly 9 years.
On May 31st, 2021, 246 candidates contested the 82 seats of the House of
Representatives from the six regions of Somaliland including 13 female
candidates. Unfortunately, no single female candidate was elected, and all
the 82 members of the elected House of Representatives are men. It means
that all the 164 members of the parliament are men and there are no female
members in both Houses.

Local Governments:
During the 2012 Local council Elections, 2,2607 candidates registered to
run 3798 seats of the local councils of 23 Electoral Districts from 7 Political
Associations and Political Parties, namely (UCID, Kulmiye, Wadani, Umadda,
Xaqsoor, Dalsan and Rays). The number of male candidates were 2088 and
172 female candidates. But later on, only 323 local councils from 19 districts.
313 male local councillors were elected and 10 Female Local Councilors in all
19 electoral districts.
On May 31st, 2021, 552 Local Council candidates contested with 220 seats from
20 electoral districts. 15 female candidates, and 4 Minority candidates were
included in the 552 candidates. 220 Local Councils were elected with only 3
female local councilors. Unfortunately, no minority candidate was elected
Ikraan Haji Duale and Baar Siciid
https://www.somalilandsun.com/somaliland-legislators-deal-women-fatal-blow/
7
Hersi, Mohamed Farah. “Confronting the Future of Somaliland’s Democracy: Lessons from a Decade of Multi-Partyism and the Way Forward.” PILLARS OF PEACE, Interpeace, APD-Somaliland, 12 July
2021, media.africaportal.org/documents/Report-website-version.pdf
8
The National Electoral Commission was expected to hold the Local Council Elections in all 23 Electoral Districts. The Elections did not happen Badhan, Dhahar, Laasqoray and Taleex Electoral Districts.
5

6
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in the Local Councils of the 20 electoral districts. 20 Mayors and another 20
deputies were elected, with only one female mayor elected and no deputy
mayor at all. Khadiija Ahmed was elected the Mayor of Buuhoodle District,
and she will be the second female mayor elected in Somaliland for the last
two decades.

Cabinet Ministers and Government Agencies:
The government has more than 71 positions that the president nominates, who
manage the highest offices, including the Cabinet ministers, the government
agencies, and the governors. Only three females have been included in the
upper leadership of the government, and all other 68 positions are men. The
government has 32 cabinet ministers with only two female members: one
full minister and one deputy minister. There are 25 director generals for the
government ministries; only three female director generals are included. The
government has more than 25 government agencies; and women lead only
one agency out of the 25 government agencies. Also, the government has
14 governors and their deputies who have the highest leadership authority
of all regions. All the 28 regional leadership positions are male; no female
governor or deputy governor included.

Political Parties:
The political parties are the birthplace of the democratization process.
But, unfortunately, all of the leadership positions of the political parties are
male. The Political Parties have more than 24 leadership titles, including the
Chairperson, the Deputies, the Secretary-General, the Spokesperson, and the
Chairperson of the central committee; only one female is included in all the
24 highest leadership positions of the political parties.

The National Electoral Commission:
The National Electoral Commission is an independent body, which is
responsible for running Somaliland’s Elections. NEC institution is the only
election stakeholder body in Somaliland, that its term was never extended9
It was extended the term of the President’s office, the two Houses of the Parliament and the Local
Councils. Also, the term of the Political Party central committee meeting and the General Assembly
9
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for the last two decades. NEC decision making offices consist of, then 7
National Commissioners, the 6 regional Chairpersons and the 23 District
level chairpersons. Only one female is included in all those positions. There
are also, more than 2,70010 polling center chairpersons who are responsible
for all election related activities in the polling stations. The positive thing is
that there were more women chairpersons who were working in the polling
stations of the last 2021 combined elections.

The Votes That Female Candidates
Received In The 2021 Elections
According to the National Electoral Commission’s final results and the
Supreme Court’s approval, the 28 female candidates received 31,000 votes
in total. Only three female candidates were elected, while the remaining
25 female candidates were included in the waiting list of the candidates.
The candidates in the waiting list will join both the Parliament and the Local
Councils when there is a vacant position. There are a number of female
candidates who are on the first waiting list in both Parliament and Local
Councils. Four other members are in the second waiting list position11.

was postponed several times.
10
Depends on the number of Polling Stations, each election, the number of polling stations is either
increases or decreases. In 2017 the number of polling stations were 1,642 polling stations while in
2021 the number of polling stations were 2,709.
11
Three of them are the second position of the waiting list of the parliamentary candidates of Maroodijeex, Saaxil and Sanaag. Weris Hussein Cige from Maroodijeex Region, Saado Jaamac Aadan
from Saaxil Region and Sacdiya Aw Muuse from Sanaag Region. also, Aamina Faarax Cali Shire, is
the second position on the waiting list of Waddani Party for Taleex Local Council.
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#

Candidate Name

District

Party

Votes #Of Waiting List

1

Kiin Cali Askar

Xudun

Kulmiye

618

elected

2

Khadiija Axmed Aadan Cali

Buuhoodle

Kulmiye

532

elected

3

Xaawo Saalax Mire Maxamed

Taleex

WADANI

302

elected

4

Hinda Cabdulaahi Xuseen Kaahin

Saylac

UCID

93

5

Ikraan Axmed Ismaaciil Cumar

Salaxley

Wadani

61

6

Sucaad Warsame Maxamed Cali

Ceerigaabo

UCID

1331

1

7

Aamina Faarax Cali Shire

Taleex

WADANI

36

2

8

Suluukha Maxamed Xasan Cabdalle

Laascaanood

Kulmiye

695

3

9

Nimco Maxamed Cawaale Odowaa

Gebilay

Kulmiye

1348

4

10

Sahra Aw Cilmi Maxamuud Geelle

Borama

Kulmiye

818

6

11

Faadumo Maaweel Ducaale Ibraahin

Ceelafweyn

UCID

10

6

12

Aamina Maxamed Jaamac Maxamed

Ceelafweyn

Wadani

10

6

13

Maryan Sh Daahir Geele

Borama

Wadani

832

7

14

Hodan Khaliif Maxamed Dube

Ceerigaabo

Kulmiye

365

8

15

Hadliya Maxamuud Ismaaciil Diiriye

Burco

UCID

618

8

Total Votes

7,669

#

Name

Region

Party

Votes #Of Waiting List

1

Aamina Cilmi Fariid

Awdal

UCID

1584

1

2

Samsam Maxamed Cige

Saaxil

Kulmiye

2388

1

3

Sucaad Carmiye Odowaa

Saaxil

Wadani

2611

1

4

Waris Xuseen Cige

Maroodi-jeex

UCID

3753

2

5

Saado Jaamac Aadan

Saaxil

UCID

1925

2

6

Sacdiya Aw Muuse

Sanaag

UCID

2085

2

7

Sucaad Ibraahin Cabdi

Maroodijeex

Wadani

4229

4

8

Xaliimo Xuseen Yuusuf

Saaxil

UCID

1656

5

9

Faadumo Amran Nuur Cali

Saaxil

Kulmiye

1011

6

10

Canab Cabdi Xirsi

Sool

UCID

818

7

11

Dalays Shire Faarax

Sanaag

Kulmiye

654

7

12

Aamina Axmed Saalax

Sool

Kulmiye

457

7

13

Kubra Xasan Maxamed

Togdheer

Wadani

1092

7

Total Votes

24,263
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I. Social and Cultural Barriers
1. Clan Politics:
The existing clan political system in the country, which favors only men’s
representation, is one of the many barriers that female candidates faced
before-and-during the 2021 election. In Key informant interviews conducted
by CPA, Khadra Ali Egal, Lecturer and Lead Midwifery Department of the
University of Hargeisa, responded “clan elders are responsible for the process
of picking candidates with no concrete credentials but were checking other
tribal standards. This is a huge obstacle to women having the desire to join
politics or win seats of local councils and Parliament...” Khadra argued that
the role of traditional elders supported that unqualified male candidates
were selected in the political parties “The selection process of candidates
paved the way for many unqualified, low quality men candidates to easily
get candidacy via pro-tribal political parties’ selection”. Khadra said.
There are deep-rooted cultural beliefs that leadership is masculine activity
and that there is no place for women, which presented an additional
challenge to the Somaliland women candidates competing in a largely
male-dominated environment, Dr. Nasir M. Ali, Director of the Institute for
Peace and Conflict Studies of University of Hargeisa, while on an interview
with CPA, explained the cultural barriers “…. the patriarchal disposition of the
Somaliland clan system is based on, NOT to consider women as political
figures.”

2. Financial Factors:
Somaliland’s election campaigns are expensive compared to the Somaliland
national GDP and rely mainly on the private sector. Both the required
registration fees of candidates and the campaign finances are doubling
year by year. Marginalized voices, including women, youth, and minority
groups, cannot meet those financial requirements. That is creating a political
class where only wealthy politicians are eligible to be candidates.
Money becomes a shortlisting standard for Somaliland’s public office holders,
for example, the person contesting to be a member of the parliament, the
Election Law requires to pay 40 million Somaliland Shilling (about $4,700),
for registering a political association, the Law of No.14/2021 requires paying
300 million Somaliland Shilling (about $35,000), if the person is contesting
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the president’s office, the election law requires to pay 150 million Somaliland
Shilling (about $17,600). There are other registration fees and contributions
that the political parties require the candidates to pay. This shows how the
money is the center of Somaliland’s political participation.
These financial requirements are a big challenge to women, youth, and
minority political participation, while it will give more privilege to the moneyed
politicians. This will also encourage those low-income politicians to seek
financial income by any means including corruption and bribery.
According to the CPA’s 2018 report of the 2017 Presidential Campaign Finance
Report, more than $54 million were used in the 2017 Elections. Since the
required registration fees and other financial expenses for the campaign are
extremely high, women and other marginalized voices cannot cover these
expenses. Because it created something that only the wealthy politicians
would be able to cover, which is why the number of female candidates in
this combined election is meager.
The wealthy candidates use the money to secure their seats by persuading
the traditional leaders who are gatekeepers between the voters and the
candidates. Sometimes, the moneyed candidates use their financial
resources to buy and collect voter cards from the IDPs, rural areas, villages,
minority group voting areas, etc.
On the other hand, money is significant for the visibility of the candidates and
selling their political program. Rakia Ibrahim, Lawyer and Complaint Director
of the National Human Rights Commission, says that women is crucial for
the campaign “Financial barriers were the biggest constraints that women
faced during the election campaign; if you are financially stable with a good
strategy, you will be treated equally as men”

II. Structural and Institutional Barriers
1. Political Parties:
Political parties are the most important institutions to promote women’s
political participation. The Somaliland constitution and the election legal
framework stated that the political parties are responsible for recruiting
candidates. But the limited number of political parties with the same ideology
and the male dominance in the political parties’ leadership when choosing
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suitable candidates with the support of the clan elders was a big challenge
for women to be recruited as a candidate in the first place. The political
parties framed women as less electable than men, which is the core of the
problem when the political party does not consider women equal to political
and election participation. They are deepening the existing socio-cultural
barriers to women’s political participation.

1. CSO-Advocacy towards women’s political participation:
For the last two decades, the Somaliland CSOs were implementing different
programs supporting women empowerment. Those Programs reached
successful results in some areas but it seems that these programs did not
reach successful results in Women’s Political Participation, because they
were not people/women centered but top to bottom designed programs,
and not fully linked to the context and sometimes lack of commitment. Here
is Nasir M. Ali again explaining this issue “Civil society organizations seem to
be losing their touch. Their advocacy approaches seem to be project based
instead of being objective to their goals, of rectifying and representing the
larger society.” He referred to their current course of action as meddlesome
and not helpful at all.
Rakia Ibrahim Lawyer and complaint director of Somaliland National Human
Rights Commission, added that “CSOs wronged the advocacy on women’s
political participation” She added “because our cultural and social life will
never change, the terminology is changed, men never leave from their clans’
presence, but women elites never come back to their clans, and it was too
late to start from their sub-clans and ask for vote and support, they never
been part of it. The advocacy never teaches them politics and strategies.
Project-based advocacy and lack of commitment from the CSOs and
women organizations played a major role in women’s situation.”
Khadra Ali Egal from the University of Hargeisa said “In many districts (local
council elections), including main cities of Hargeisa and Burao, no single
female candidate participated in the elections, another major factor causing
women to fail recent Somaliland elections and lose their representation that
many young, educated, and talented women ignored the chance to fight
and run for positions, so the few candidates campaigned were almost all
women at the ages of 45 to 50 and 60s”.
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Legal Challenges:

Somaliland constitution guarantees the equality of the citizens; article 22 (1)
of the constitution states that Every citizen who fulfills the requirements of the
law shall have the right to be elected (to a public office) and to vote.
On the other hand, article 36 (2) of the constitution states that the government
shall encourage, and shall legislate for, the right of women to be free of
practices which are contrary to Sharia and which are injurious to their person
and dignity.
To ensure the representation of women Somaliland civil society advocated
the quota for women and the Gabooye clans for a long time, and the first
time a quota has been proposed by the president (cabinet) of the Republic
of Somaliland on August 22, 2019, to increase the representation of women,
but unfortunately, the ongoing house of representatives rejected the quota.
So, the lack of quota and another legal framework specifically supporting
women representation was a real problem for women candidates. Although
the quota system was not clear.

IV.

Other Challenges:

1. Voter Engagement:
Emphasizing this, Dr. Nasir M. Ali, Director of the Institute for Peace and Conflict
Studies, said, “most of the male candidates have held government offices
or have been in the public eye for one reason or another, hence familiar
amongst the voters and their backgrounds. But, on the other hand, the voters
were very unfamiliar with the female candidates, some even not knowing
that 28 candidates existed.” He chalks this up to the lack of female presence
in public offices, whether in the government and no tangible presence in the
private sector.
Also, Nasir refers to this phenomenon as the elitist mindset, where some of
the female candidates deem themselves either too important or too worthy
to engage their constituents on a grassroots level. “For example, visiting
marketplaces where 90% of the vendors are women, or doing introductory
rounds and campaigning amongst the neighborhoods in the cities and rural
areas. Another side to this problem is, that the women candidates started
too late on the engagement and campaigning front, losing a lot of needed
time trying to pass the quota policy which was turned down at the end”. He
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added.

The Female Candidate’s
Perspective
Of The Combined Elections:
1. The Challenges of Female Candidates:
CPA conducted focus group discussions and interviews for both the
contested female candidates and other relevant stakeholders, including
the CSO activists, Academicians, Professionals, etc. As a result, only three
candidates were elected out of the 28 female candidates. During the
Focus Group Discussions and Interviews, the female candidates who lost
the election believe that certain factors caused them to lose the election.
Sacdiya Aw Muuse Ahmed, a parliamentary candidate from Sanaag Region,
believes that vote counting irregularities and lack of female representation
in NEC were one of her biggest challenges. “Honestly speaking, I believe we
didn’t lose but rather were set up to lose with the following reasons: We didn’t
have enough representation from the commission; all of those working in
the regions and districts were men; CeelfAwayne and Gar’adag districts had
votes that were hidden/ not counted votes because of pressure put on not
to count them; Votes were bought were exchanged for money especially the
votes of CeelAfweyn and Gar’adag districts as the ballot boxes were delayed
to be brought to the regional commission office.” Sacdiya Aw Muuse said.
Daleys Shire Faarax another female parliamentary candidate from Sanaag,
stated that pressure from her clan, vote-buying and limited financial issues
was the main reason of her lost “The biggest reason I lost was because of
my clan, they put a lot of pressure to make lose and bought the votes that
I needed. The financial limits were also an issue as they used their financial
state to their advantage and offered more money to the services needed so
that I couldn’t access them.” Said Dalays. Nimco Muhumed supported that
the limited financial issues were one of the main reasons why the female
candidates lost the election. “The reasons I lost was because of money,
lack of voter support, and the community that was distrustful of a woman
representing them in the local council,” Nimco said.
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The challenges caused that the female candidates to lose were not only the
financial problems, the traditional issues, or the vote-buying in some places
but, some of the female candidates complained their campaign leaders,
like Saado Jaamac Aadan “I wasn’t successful because of those who were
working on my campaign weren’t honest and supporting me. Also, the polling
stations were an issue as they were actively sending my voters to different
polling stations so that they wouldn’t have time to vote, and the stations
would close.” Said Saado.
Saado added that since the Saahil region’s temperature is very high, her
voters moved from their registered polling centers into other places. She
argued that she was not avoiding to pay the high cost of renting the vehicles
to move the voters “The challenges I face included; money, the heat in my
area that didn’t allow for many people to come together, the price of car
rental that they raised so I was unable to afford it and people taking money
off me to campaign but then not doing so.” Said Saado.

2. The Outcome of the Election
In an interview, CPA had with some women candidates Saado Jaamac, and
Sacdiya Aw Muuse said that they are not satisfied with the outcome for many
reasons, including that they don’t have any detailed information about their
results in the polling stations; And concerned about government involvement
in the elections “I wasn’t satisfied with the results as I don’t believe I lost,
however, that the commission was responsible for the loss said Sacdiya Aw
Muuse, and she added, I believe there was a lot of government involvement
as there were ministers in every region, district, and town.”. further Saado
Jaamac said, “...because I don’t even know my results in some of the polling
stations.”.
During the Election, Dalays mentioned that she faced many challenges and
pressures from her clan, including discriminating and verbally abusing her
sometimes. “I experienced a lot of pressure. I experienced a lot of pressure
from my clan; they verbally abuse me, and I was afraid that it would become
physical.” Also, Nimco faces the same challenge from her clan “I experienced
a lot of pressure from my clan leader who discriminated me as a woman
and said that if our family wanted to run in the elections, they would need to
substitute my brother in my place.”
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3. The Party Agents:
Every party deployed more than 2,700 agents who were present in all polling
stations. The candidates of the political parties brought or selected the
majority of the party agents to represent both the party and their candidates.
However, the female candidates complained that their agents were not
assigned to the polling centers of their constituents but deployed to other
polling stations. Sacdiya and Saado were one of the female candidates who
mentioned that the political party was not given any party agents; Sacdiya
Aw Muuse told CPA, “No, I did not have any representative, and I did not
know anything [happening] in the polling stations.” Also, Saado said that her
representatives were not added the party agents “I was not given any party
agents, and therefore I don’t know what my results were in a lot of polling
stations,” but Dalays and Nimco said that their representatives were added
the party agents, and they were receiving the information of the polling
centers.

4. Supporting of Female Candidates:
The female candidates we interviewed mentioned that NAGAAD, Hiil-Haween
iyo Hanka Qaranka initiative, and Sonsaf somehow supported their campaign.
On the other hand, Sacdiya and Nimco, argued that their clans campaigned
and supported during the election campaign, but Saado Jaamac and
Dalays Shire mentioned that their clans were their biggest challenges “my
clan forbade me from running (for the election), they did not support me in
any way” Dalays said. Saado also added, “My clan did not help me in any
way except my husband’s clan,” said Saado.

5. Lessons Learned:
We asked the four female candidates the lessons they learned from the last
election. Sacdiya Aw Muuse said that finances are very important for the
elections “I learned that nothing would go your way unless you are handing/
buying people khat, that a lot of money is necessary to campaign and have
people campaign for you”. Dalays added that she gained more experience
related to the campaign strategies “I’ have learned and experienced a lot.
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I have seen how to deal with problems firsthand and how to campaign.”
Saado argued that she learned that the Somaliland women did not get
any support related to political participation “I learned that the women of
Somaliland are not supported by anybody, and the clan system doesn’t
support them.”

Summary Findings:

→ Women are marginalized in the decision-making offices. Women are
2% of Somaliland’s Political Offices, while women lead only 3% of the
decision-making offices.
→ Traditional system became a gatekeeper between voters and
candidates. Last election, the traditional leaders played a big role during
the preselection of candidates and also during the campaign, which is
another huge challenge for women candidates to be elected in public
offices.
→ Finance plays a big role in Elections. Since the income of the women
is limited, they cannot afford to cover the campaign expenses. That
was another big challenge that led the female candidates to lose the
elections.
→ According to the CPA interview, female candidates complained about
how the male-dominated political party leaders managed and
distributed the party agents. In addition, some of the female candidates
argued that they do not have any clue what happened at the polling
stations in their constituencies.
→ The CSOs who were working on Somaliland’s women political participation for the last two decades, did a great job, but the programs and
advocacies towards the women’s political participation need to redesign
and link the local context to be more effective.

The Way Forward
To support women’s political participation, the government, political parties,
and the newly elected House of Representatives must establish inclusive
politics supporting women’s involvement in decision-making positions.
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Recommendations:
To increase women’s political participation, CPA is recommending:
→ TO THE GOVERNMENT
» CPA is calling on the president of Somaliland, HE Muse Bihi Abdi, to
include more women in his government positions, including the cabinet,
the head of government agencies, etc.
» According to Article 49 of Law No. 23/2019, The Ministry of Interior has
the authority to nominate the local governments’ secretaries. CPA is
calling the Ministry of Interior to appoint qualified female secretaries in
the local councils since the Secretaries are members of the Executive
Committees of the Local Governments.
→ TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES:
» CPA is urging the House of Representatives to nominate a female
secretary-general in the House of Representatives.
» CPA calls the newly Elected House members to initiate and approve a
bill supporting a Quota for Women and Minority groups.
» Since women are missing the House, CPA urges the House members to
prioritize the women favored bills.
» HoR and Gurti should establish Women Quota in the upcoming Guurti
election/selection
→ TO THE POLITICAL PARTIES:
» CPA is calling the three political parties to include more females in their
leadership positions.
→ TO THE NATIONAL ELECTORAL COMMISSION:
» CPA is recommending to the National Electoral Commission to include
more women in the decision-making offices of the Electoral System,
including the leadership of the regional and district level offices. Female
candidates complained that the absence of the female in the regional
and district level leadership offices presents an additional challenge
to women competing in the largely male-dominated winner-takes-all
environments.
» The National Electoral Commission should release detailed election
results on time. Still, there are no district and polling station level results
published; and only the supreme court released regional level results.
In addition, there is no result posted on the NEC website so far after four
months of the election.
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